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PROPAGANDA WARFARE ON THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

Sara L. Ochs*

I. Introduction

Propaganda warfare, while novel in nomenclature, is far from new in practice. In an era dominated by constant news, battles for public opinion complement physical attacks. In fact, “winning modern wars is as much dependent on carrying domestic and international public opinion as it is on defeating the enemy on the battlefield.” The fight for public opinion has become so valuable to military initiatives that the U.S. Department of Defense Law of War Manual specifically recognizes propaganda directed towards “civilian or neutral audiences” as a “permissible means of war.”

While propaganda warfare on public opinion was once reserved for military use against state enemies, governments have recently adapted this tactic to target judicial entities seeking to prosecute violations of international criminal laws. State leaders have begun using social media, press statements, and televised conferences to spread disinformation in efforts to demonize entities, like international courts, for investigating and prosecuting their state nationals. And while the precise means of disseminating this propaganda varies by state, the motivation behind the attacks is the same: to convert public opinion against the targeted court to prevent the prosecution of state officials and military leaders. Within the context of the International Criminal Court (“ICC”), this article defines propaganda warfare as states

---
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1. Laurie R. Blank, Media Warfare, Propaganda, and the Law of War, in CYBER WARFARE, MEDIA WARFARE, AND LAWFARE 88, 88 (Michael L. Gross & Tamar Meisels eds., 2017) (recognizing that “battle[s] of words” pertaining to legality and legitimacy of military action “often seem to be as important as military capabilities”).


leaders’ systematic and highly publicized use of anti-ICC rhetoric and disinformation about the ICC, its functions, and its jurisdictional reach.

The ICC is by no means the only international entity to bear the brunt of propaganda warfare. However, the ICC, as a treaty-based court lacking an enforcement mechanism, is critically dependent on public legitimacy and state support. Without this support, the ICC bears little chance of satisfactorily completing its mandate to hold individuals accountable “for the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole.” Indeed, a widespread lack of public legitimacy in recent years has repeatedly precluded the ICC from achieving case-specific goals. As a court founded upon state support, attacks aimed to deprive the ICC of legitimacy in the eyes of its state supporters are particularly damaging. In ratifying the Rome Statute, which established the ICC, states voluntarily forfeited a portion of their state sovereignty and permitted the ICC to hold their nationals, including their government leaders, accountable. Yet, as a direct result of this consent-based system, states retain significant involvement and control over ICC operations, and the ICC is critically dependent on states’ cooperation. Historically, investigations without state support have proven especially challenging for the ICC, and on a rudimentary level, the ICC’s success in any particular case can often be linked to the level of State cooperation it received in investigating that matter.

Successful propaganda wars against the ICC, such as the Kenyan Government’s widespread campaign labeling the ICC as a neo-colonialist regime, have proven debilitating for the ICC. What started as a strategy to avoid the prosecution of high-ranking Kenyan state leaders, prompted a widespread anti-ICC movement supported by the African Union that ultimately resulted in the withdrawal of several African states from the Rome Statute.

---


7. Oosterveld et al., supra note 4, at 767 (foreshadowing that the ICC’s success would “be determined by the level of cooperation it receives from States”).

Statute. At the time of publication, the ICC is still working to distance itself from claims of discrimination against African nations.9

The impact of these propaganda wars runs deeper than mere public image. Often, the use of propaganda and disinformation, combined with the ICC’s critical need for state support and cooperation, is sufficient to coerce the ICC to reach a certain ruling or to redirect its limited resources to a different issue. Propaganda wars that are successful in provoking the ICC to dismiss claims against high-profile leaders inject the appearance of bias into ICC operations and inspire other states to act against the Court to prevent investigations into their nationals. The most influential states on the geopolitical stage are also the states with the most influence on global perception. These states include the United States, Russia, and China, all of whom refused to join the ICC out of fear of the infringement of their sovereignty. These states also hold permanent status and veto power on the United Nations Security Council and are therefore influential in situations where the Security Council refers non-States Parties to the ICC.10 And, as seen recently by the United States’ vitriolic response to the ICC’s opening of an investigation into crimes committed in Afghanistan, which threatens to implicate U.S. officials, powerful states will aggressively utilize propaganda and disinformation to prevent the ICC from prosecuting their or their allies’ nationals.11 These propaganda wars, and the ICC’s vulnerability to them, thus carry the risk of exacerbating already significant power disparities in the field of international criminal justice. They further represent the danger that the ICC will become a court that exclusively tries perpetrators from nations too powerless to fight back, while leaving superpowers, like the United States and China, immune from prosecution for atrocities committed on their soil and by their nationals.

Many scholars have addressed the pervasive role politics plays in the ICC’s operations,12 and a significant body of scholarship has explored the


11. See infra Part IV.

importance of legitimacy in ICC functions. However, the use of propaganda warfare, in the form of disinformation and anti-ICC campaigns, and its impact on public opinion—which lies at the crossroads between politics and legitimacy—has been largely unexplored. This article seeks to fill that gap by examining the extent to which propaganda wars impact the ICC’s decisions and operations. Notably, this article is not intended to read as a critique of how the ICC and its Prosecutor have handled politically sensitive situations in the past. Nor is it intended to provide a comprehensive overview of every propaganda war leveled against the ICC. Rather, through the use of two case studies—those of the Kenyan and United States governments—it aims to identify the extent to which the ICC has had to modify its operations in order to sustain the public legitimacy necessary to fulfill its mandate.

This article argues that the effective use of propaganda warfare against the ICC has the potential to destroy the ICC’s ability to effectively investigate and prosecute the crimes of most concern to the international community. It further suggests that in order to successfully defend against propaganda attacks, like those orchestrated by the Kenyan and United States governments, the ICC must adapt its approach to state relations to foster knowledge of, support for, and cooperation with the ICC’s goals and prosecutorial strategies. The article ultimately seeks to identify workable proposals for the ICC and its Prosecutor to strengthen the ICC’s perceived legitimacy among states parties and non-states parties alike, so as to minimize the detrimental impact posed by state propaganda.

Part II of this article will identify the foundational characteristics of the ICC that render propaganda wars so consequential to its operations, espe-


cially its reliance on state cooperation and its susceptibility to political pressures.

Part III will examine how the Kenyan Government’s highly publicized response to the ICC cases against William Ruto and Uhuru Kenyatta marshalled public opinion against the ICC both within Kenya and throughout the African Union. Next, it will analyze how this campaign not only pressured the ICC into dismissing the charges against the two high profile defendants, but also sparked a regional revolution of public opinion against the ICC, the effects of which are still very apparent today.

Part IV will explore the United States’ ongoing propaganda war against the ICC instituted in response to the Prosecutor’s opening of an investigation into war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Afghanistan. It will specifically analyze the extent to which a non-State Party superpower can bully the ICC into authoring favorable opinions by combining an anti-ICC public opinion campaign with a lack of investigatory cooperation. It will further consider the potentially devastating legacy that this may have on the ICC.

Part V argues that cultivating greater perceived legitimacy of the ICC, both within and outside its States Parties, will provide the ICC with some immunity from attempted propaganda wars. Specifically, it advocates for more significant, sustained public outreach to foster knowledge and respect for the ICC; the ICC’s enhancement of its public image; and the implementation of punitive consequences for States Parties who fail to comply with ICC investigations.

II. The ICC’s Susceptibility to Propaganda

Given the unique foundations upon which the ICC is grounded, the ICC is especially vulnerable to both political pressures and widespread public opinion. By signing the Rome Statute, each State Party provided the ICC with jurisdiction over core crimes—genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and the crime of aggression—committed on their state territory or by their nationals elsewhere in the world. The Rome Statute does not recognize sovereign immunity, meaning that high-ranking governmental officials, including heads of state, may be subject to ICC investigation and prosecution.


18. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 27; see also Paul J. Toner, Competing Concepts of Immunity: The (R)evolution of the Head of State Immunity Defense, 108 PENN. ST. L. REV.
So long as other jurisdictional requirements are met,²⁹ the ICC may become apprised of a particular matter through three different means.³⁰ First, a State Party may refer a situation occurring in its own territory or in the territory of another State Party.³¹ Second, and most controversially, the ICC Prosecutor may, on its own proprio motu authority vested under article 15 of the Rome Statute, and with approval by the Pre-Trial Chamber, initiate investigations into certain situations.³² Under both of these methods, the ICC’s jurisdiction is geographically limited to crimes committed on the territory or by a national of a State Party.³³ Third, the United Nations Security Council may refer situations to the Prosecutor under authority provided by Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.³⁴ For situations opened pursuant to Security Council referral, the ICC’s jurisdiction is not geographically limited. The Security Council may refer a matter involving crimes committed anywhere or by anyone in the world, regardless of whether these crimes were committed on the territory of a non-State Party or by a non-State Party national.³⁵

The ICC is a court of limited jurisdiction and a self-recognized “court of last resort,”³⁶ meaning it will only step in to prosecute crimes that a state lacks either the means or desire to prosecute.³⁷ This concept, recognized as the principle of complementarity, is codified in the Rome Statute and provides that a case will be deemed inadmissible before the ICC when it is “investigated or prosecuted by a State which has jurisdiction over it unless the State is unwilling or unable genuinely to carry out the investigation or prosecution,” or when it has been investigated by a State, and the State decided not to prosecute, “unless the decision resulted from the unwillingness or in-

---

²⁹. Article 11 also limits the ICC’s jurisdiction to crimes committed after the entry into force of the Statute. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 11; see also Christian M. De Vos, The International Criminal Court: Between Law and Politics in INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW IN CONTEXT 240, 243 (Philipp Kastner ed. 2018) (discussing the jurisdictional limitations imposed by the Rome Statute).
³⁰. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 13.
³¹. Id. art. 14.
³². Id. art. 15.
³³. Id. art. 12(2).
³⁴. Id. art. 13(b).
³⁷. Id.; see also Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 1 (recognizing that the ICC “shall be complementary to national criminal jurisdictions”). Additionally, the ICC will only deem situations to be admissible that do not rise to a level of “sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court.” Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 17(1)(d).
ability of the State genuinely to prosecute."  

The principle is intended to recognize the ICC’s respect for states’ primary jurisdiction.  

And while measures like the ICC’s limited jurisdiction and the principle of complementarity are designed to facilitate voluntary state involvement in the ICC, the ICC has routinely struggled to balance two fundamental weaknesses: its extreme reliance on the cooperation of its States Parties and its susceptibility to political pressure from States Parties and non-States Parties alike.

### A. Reliance on State Cooperation

Nearly two decades after the ICC’s creation in 2002, 123 nations ratified the Rome Statute and became States Parties to the ICC.  

States Parties’ obligation to cooperate fully with the ICC’s investigations and prosecutions of crimes is expressly codified in the Rome Statute.  

This obligation extends through all stages of investigation and court proceedings and requires states to, among other things, perform provisional arrests, 

facilitate the appearance of witnesses and experts in court, execute searches and seizures, 

provide witness and victim protection, and question suspects.  

This requested level of cooperation is especially vital, as the ICC lacks a typical enforcement mechanism. It has no police force or military unit by which to enforce its judgments, warrants, or summons, and as such, the ICC “depends on the political will of countries to cooperate with the ICC.”  

As former ICC Judge Hans-Peter Kaul accurately summarized in a 2011 keynote address, “[t]he ICC is absolutely, one hundred percent, dependent on effective cooperation with States Parties.”

---

28. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 17(1)(a)-(b).


31. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 86.

32. Id. art. 92.

33. Id. art. 93(1).


35. H.E. Judge Dr. jur. h. c. Hans-Peter Kaul, Second Vice President Int’l Crim. Ct., Keynote: The International Criminal Court—Current Challenges and Perspectives 8 (Aug. 8,
If a State Party fails to comply with a request from the ICC to cooperate, pursuant to Rome Statute article 87, the ICC may refer the State Party to the Assembly of States Parties or the Security Council, in the event the non-compliance occurs within the context of a Security-Council referred matter. Yet, the Rome Statute lacks any defined repercussions that may complement this type of referral. Thus, while article 87 appears to carry a heavy punishment, its bark has proven far worse than its bite, and the actual consequences faced by non-compliant parties have essentially been limited to public shaming. As the prolific ICC expert Judge Richard Goldstone has noted, if States Parties refuse to cooperate, “there is nothing the court can do other than to make noise.”

State cooperation is intrinsically connected to the ICC’s perceived legitimacy. Although the term “legitimacy” is often used to broadly refer to “generalized acceptability or success,” a vast field of critical scholarship has categorized varying areas of legitimacy in the context of international courts. And while there is often a disconnect between sociological legitimacy—“what people perceive to be morally or legally legitimate”—and normative legitimacy—“what really is legally or morally legitimate”—this distinction is well beyond the scope of the present article. This article’s use of the term “legitimacy” will refer only to the sociological “perceived legitimacy” of the ICC, or how people and states subjectively perceive the legitimacy of operations and justifications for the ICC.

Despite these highly philosophical underpinnings, the ICC’s need for legitimacy is practically evident. States’ perceptions of the ICC’s legitimacy affect their willingness to cooperate with the ICC. States and their nationals are more willing to support an institution that they believe operates fairly and effectively and are less willing to support a court perceived as bi-

---

2011), https://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/289b449a-347d-4360-a854-3b7d0a4b9f06/283740
/010911salzburglawschool.pdf [hereinafter Judge Kaul Keynote Address].
36. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 87(7).
37. Barnes, supra note 6, at 1616–17.
38. See Nada Ali, Bringing the Guilty to Justice: Can the ICC be Self-Enforcing? 14
40. deGuzman, supra note 13, at 1436–37 (identifying three categories of legitimacy:
legal legitimacy, which anticipates the “correct application of laws and legal principles”; moral
legitimacy, which “refers to the moral justifiability of a judicial regime or decision”; and
sociological legitimacy, which “considers the perceptions of relevant audiences that such re-

gime or decision is justified”).
41. Id. at 1437 (quoting Richard H. Fallon Jr., Legitimacy and the Constitution, 118
HARV. L. REV. 1787, 1851 (2005)) (emphasis added).
42. Ford, supra note 13, at 406–07 n.1. This specific type of legitimacy falls within the
broader category of “sociological legitimacy.” See deGuzman, supra note 13, at 1437.
43. C. Cora True-Frost, Weapons of the Weak: The Prosecutor of the ICC’s Power to
ased, ineffective, or weak.44 In democratic states, where governments are—at least theoretically—guided by their constituents’ needs, public opinion and support can directly influence state action on deciding whether to support an ICC investigation.

B. Vulnerability to Political Pressures

As a treaty-based court designed to mete out international criminal justice, the ICC is grounded in politics.45 Since the ICC is designed to impose individual criminal liability on those responsible for masterminding crimes such as genocide and crimes against humanity, its defendants are often state actors and high-ranking governmental officials, thus creating sensitive geopolitical situations.46 While the ICC is not an organ of the United Nations (“U.N.”), it holds close relationships with purely political entities, most notably the U.N. Security Council. The Security Council can refer cases to the ICC and even suspend ongoing ICC investigations on any case it deems “a threat to international peace and security.”47 This relationship, along with the composition of the ICC’s States Parties and the types of disputes over which the ICC has jurisdiction, inherently inserts a level of politics into the ICC’s justice agenda.48

Many scholars have weighed in on the prevalence of politics in ICC operations.49 While ICC Prosecutors and representatives of the court have re-

---

44. Dutton, supra note 6, at 85.
45. Treaties and other international agreements require international cooperation by their signatories in order to be effective; treaties are only likely to be successful when they achieve “political buy-in” from their signatories’ governments. Emily O’Brien & Richard Gowan, What Makes International Agreements Work 3 (N.Y.U. Ctr. on Int’l Coop. ed., Sept. 2012), https://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/7839.pdf; see also WILLIAM SCHABAS, UNIMAGINABLE ATROCITIES (2012) (recognizing that the “political dimensions [of international criminal justice] are inescapable”).
48. BA, supra note 12, at 65–66; see also Olugbuo, supra note 47 (noting that “although the ICC is a legal institution, it is surrounded by political actors”).
peatedly disavowed the notion that politics plays any role in prosecutorial or judicial operations, this apolitical façade is unrealistic. In fact, in a statement now out of character for the outwardly apolitical ICC, Judge Eboe-Osuji recognized that the view "that international law is capable of operating in a politically sterile environment implicates amazing naiveté as to how life really works." Given the nature of the crimes, the defendants falling within the ICC’s jurisdiction, and the incessant interweaving of government involvement in the creation and operations of the ICC, it is disingenuous for the field of international criminal law to attempt to remove itself entirely from political pressures.

While the ICC boasts a long list of States Parties that carry influence on the geopolitical stage, several of those nations who hold the most political power over the ICC—The United States, Russia, and China—are absent from that list. Although all three nations have been past supporters of international criminal justice initiatives, such as ad hoc and hybrid courts designed to prosecute atrocity crimes in countries like Rwanda, the Former Yugoslavia, and Cambodia, none have proven willing to join the Rome Statute. The reasons for this are unsurprising: As a permanent, treaty-based international court, the ICC is starkly different from these previous courts. The ICC provides far less of a shield against superpowers, and the

of international criminal law, and it is impossible to divorce justice for war crimes or crimes against humanity entirely from the “political element”); BA, supra note 12, at 5 (“[T]he ICC is inherently a political institution that makes the distinction between friends and enemies of the international community.”).

50. See, e.g., Sarah M. H. Nouwen & Wouter G. Werner, Doing Justice to the Political: The International Criminal Court in Uganda and Sudan, 21 EUR. J. INT’L L. 941, 942 (2011) (referencing a keynote address made by former ICC Prosecutor, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, in which he claimed, “I apply the law without political considerations. But the other actors have to adjust to the law.”); Thomas Obel Hansen, The International Criminal Court and the Legitimacy of Exercise, in LAW AND LEGITIMACY 5, 7 (Per Andersen, Cecilie Eriksen, & Bjarke Viskum eds., 2015) (referring to statements made by the former ICC President in which he noted the absence of a “shred of evidence . . . that the court has done anything political,” and by current ICC Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda, in which she claimed “the Prosecutor does not take into account any political considerations” in determining whether to open an investigation); Benjamin Duerr, Twenty Years On: The ICC and the Politicization of its Mechanisms, IPI GLOB. OBSERVATORY (Aug. 7, 2018), https://theglobalobservatory.org/2018/08/twenty-years-icc-politicization-mechanisms (arguing that while the ICC holds itself out as a purely legal and apolitical body, in actuality, it is “carefully balancing the ideal—an apolitical approach merely based on the law—and a more realistic approach, thus, accommodating the interests of the governments involved”).


52. De Vos, supra note 19, at 253–54.

53. ERNA PARIS, THE SUN CLIMBS SLOW 49–51 (2008) (recognizing U.S. support of international criminal justice ventures prior to the Rome Conference, such as the creation of the ad hoc tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, as well as the establishment of international hybrid tribunals to prosecute atrocities committed in Cambodia, East Timor, and Sierra Leone).
crimes that fall within the Rome Statute’s jurisdiction—genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and aggression—often implicate superpowers and their allies. These powerful nations are willing to provide selective support of international criminal tribunals so long as the tribunals complement their national interests, but none are willing to support an initiative by which its leaders or government officials may be held accountable.

The United States, Russia, and China all serve as permanent members of the U.N. Security Council and carry veto power over Security Council decisions. Thus, even though each nation has refused to ratify the Rome Statute and join the ICC, they nonetheless hold great weight in deciding which cases the ICC hears, especially those involving crimes committed on non-States Parties’ territories. It should also be noted that non-States Parties, including these three nations, have no legal obligation to cooperate with or support the ICC.

The level of power non-States Parties hold over the ICC is more than just theoretical. As Judge Kaul has noted, we live in a “challenging reality” in which “powerful States and permanent members of the Security Council . . . somehow [instrumentalize] the ICC, to use it for their political purposes and interests.” Indeed, to date, the Security Council has referred only two situations to the ICC—Darfur and Libya—and China and Russia have repeatedly vetoed attempts to refer the situation in Syria. Political maneuverings both within and surrounding the ICC, have come to a head in recent years, in large part due to the Prosecutor’s increased use of her proprio motu authority to open cases and the ICC’s expanding reach over cases implicat-

54. See Kaysi & Faint, supra note 34, at 92 (noting the United States perspective that “international justice is a great idea for the rest of the world but not such a good idea when it comes to home”).

55. Id. at 92 (recognizing Judge Richard Goldston’s view that “The powerful don’t like oversight, [they] don’t like being policed . . . [and they] don’t like smaller nations judging their military and civilian leaders.”).


ing world powers, including the opening of situations into crimes committed in Palestine, Iraq, and Afghanistan.

III. The Situation in Kenya

The ICC’s Situation in Kenya is notable for many reasons. It marked the first time that a state challenged the admissibility of a case on complementarity grounds, and it was also the first investigation opened by the ICC Prosecutor proprio motu. This marked a significant shift in the ICC and specifically the Prosecutor’s strategy. Up until this point, all of the situations handled by the ICC, including those in Uganda, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Central African Republic, had been referred to the ICC by the states themselves. As a result, the Prosecutor had prior assurance of some cooperation in conducting its investigations in these self-referred situations. This radically changed with the Situation in Kenya, where Kenyan leaders refused to cooperate and actively sought to undermine the Prosecutor’s investigation. This lack of cooperation, complemented by an anti-ICC propaganda war deftly spearheaded by defendants and current Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta and Deputy President William Ruto, resulted in the dismissal of all charges against all named defendants.

Not only did propaganda successfully prompt the dismissal of these charges, but it ultimately marred the ICC’s legitimacy in Africa and globally, sparking a backlash from which the ICC has yet to fully recover.

A. Background of the Situation in Kenya

The Situation in Kenya stems from violence committed in the wake of the country’s December 2007 election. The election, as typical for Kenyan political elections, fell along ethnic lines, pitting the incumbent Mwai Kibaki, a member of Kenya’s Kikuyu tribe, against Raila Odinga, an ethnic

63. BA, supra note 12, at 92.
64. Id. at 92.


rival of Kibaki. Following what appeared to be election rigging to ensure Kibaki’s victory, violence—much of which was likely pre-planned—broke out throughout Kenya’s Rift Valley. Death squads targeted Kikuyus and sparked retaliatory violence. The violence expanded throughout the nation, and by its conclusion in February 2008, over 1,000 people had been killed, 900 were raped or sexually brutalized, 3,500 were seriously injured, and 350,000 people had been forcibly displaced.

In 2008, the Kenyan Government established a Commission of Inquiry on Post-Election Violence. In its October 2008 report, following a thorough investigation, the Commission presented its recommendations for achieving justice. These included the creation of a special tribunal, a hybrid court intended to sit within Kenya with both Kenyan and international judges, investigators, and staff, so as to ensure independent impartiality in the tribunal investigations and prosecutions. This proposal stemmed from the Commission’s acknowledgment that the governmental institutions within Kenya, including the judiciary, “were not impartial and lacked integrity.” In February 2009, the Kenyan Parliament voted against the proposal for a special tribunal. The result was not unexpected, as many members of Par-
liament were believed to have been directly involved in orchestrating the violence. 76

In light of Kenya’s failure to create the proposed Special Tribunal or to conduct objectively satisfactory domestic trials against those allegedly responsible for the post-election violence, the Commission delivered its evidence, including a list of suspects implicated in the violence, directly to the ICC’s first Prosecutor, Luis Moreno Ocampo. 77 Based on this evidence, Ocampo chose to open the Situation into the violence on his own authority. 78 Given that he opened the investigation proprio motu, he was obligated pursuant to Rome Statute article 15 to first request and obtain authorization from the Pre-Trial Chamber to proceed with the investigation, 79 which Pre-Trial Chamber II granted in March 2010. 80

In March 2011, upon Ocampo’s request, the Pre-Trial Chamber issued a summons for six defendants to be tried in two separate cases. 81 Notable among the defendants were Uhuru Kenyatta, who served as Kenya’s Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, and who is the son of Kenya’s first president, 82 and William Ruto, a Kenyan Parliamentarian. 83 Kenyatta was charged, based on allegations that he provided institutional support for the post-election violence, with five counts of crimes against humanity for murder, deportation or forcible transfer, rape, persecution, and other inhumane acts. 84 Ocampo also charged Ruto as an indirect perpetrator with three charges of crimes against humanity for murder, deportation or forcible

76. Verini, supra note 67.


79. Rome Statute, supra note 5, art. 15.


81. Mueller, supra note 70, at 27.


transfer, and persecution for his alleged involvement in organizing and supporting a common plan to forcibly expel Kikuyu supporters and their allies from the Rift valley.85

Prior to Prosecutor Ocampo’s leveling of charges against Kenyatta and Ruto, Kenya was largely supportive of the ICC. An Ipsos Kenya poll in October 2010 indicated that sixty-eight percent of Kenyans supported ICC involvement in investigating and prosecuting the post-election violence.86 Indeed, both defendants were some of the Kenyan Parliament’s “strongest supporters” in favor of the ICC handling the post-election violence cases in 2009 when they sought to avoid efforts to establish a domestic tribunal to prosecute post-election violence.87 However, once the Prosecutor announced charges, the popular view among Kenyans changed; fewer Kenyans continued to support ICC intervention and instead threw their support behind Kenyatta and Ruto.88 This public support ultimately served as a vital tool in the two defendants’ defense.

B. The Kenyan Propaganda Campaign

Despite hailing from opposite sides of the political aisle and even being charged with committing crimes against humanity against each other’s political and ethnic groups,89 Kenyatta and Ruto found political gold littered among their ICC charges. In April 2011, after returning from their first appearances before the ICC, Kenyatta and Ruto jointly conducted a prayer rally during which they attributed their charges to “politics and Western meddling.”90 Shortly thereafter, despite the pending ICC charges, the two rivals decided to team up to create the Jubilee Coalition and run on the same ticket for the forthcoming 2013 presidential election.91 Given the two men’s unique predicament, they chose to utilize the ICC charges as the primary focus of their campaign and joined forces over a common message of “ha-
tred for the ICC.” Specifically, the men crafted a narrative labeling the ICC as a “neocolonialist institution biased against Africa and improperly intruding on Kenyan sovereignty” and painted themselves as “victims of Western imperialism.” They further argued that the ICC targeted them exclusively for political reasons and approached the investigation with bias and a lack of understanding. The campaign allowed for the opportunity to drum up support from the Kenyan populace, and had the added benefit of delegitimizing the charges against them—and the ICC itself—in the eyes of the Kenyan population.

While Kenyatta and Ruto’s claims of African bias were widely accepted, especially throughout Kenya, they were also filled with misrepresentations. As grounds for their arguments, Kenyatta and Ruto relied heavily on the fact that as of 2013, the ICC had exclusively investigated, indicted, and prosecuted African nationals. While this statement is accurate, it fails to consider the context in which these investigations were opened. Most of the African situations before the ICC had been self-referred, and as of 2013, the ICC Prosecutor was also conducting preliminary investigations into situations in non-African countries, including Afghanistan, Honduras, and Korea. Of the eight African situations that were before the ICC in 2013, only Kenya was the result of a proprio motu investigation. Two others—Libya and Sudan—were referred to the ICC by the Security Council. And, as Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda—a Gambian national—has noted, the remaining five cases “were at the request of African states asking for the ICC’s intervention.” So, while Kenyatta and Ruto’s highly publicized claims ap-

92. Verini, supra note 67.
93. Dutton, supra note 6, at 109, 110.
94. Dancy et al., supra note 9, at 1447.
95. LEKALAKE & BUCHANAN-CLARKE, supra note 86, at 8 (stating that, as of 2014, thirty-five percent of Kenyans polled by Afrobarometer believed the ICC to be biased against Kenyans and African states in general).
99. Id.; Mark Caldwell, African Union Criticizes International Criminal Court at Member States’ Meeting, DW (Nov. 19, 2015), https://www.dw.com/en/african-union-criticizes-international-criminal-court-at-member-states-meeting/a-18862799; see also Tim Cocks, ICC Says Protecting Africans, Not Targeting Them, REUTERS (June 30, 2011, 1:20 AM), https://af.reuters.com/article/idAFJOE7ST02A20110630 (quoting Prosecutor Bensouda’s explanation by explaining that the ICC’s focus on Africa has always been the result of the
peared facially accurate, many scholars and ICC experts viewed them as misrepresentative, or at best, overly simplistic.  

As the Jubilee Coalition, Kenyatta and Ruto continued to utilize local radio shows, nationally televised talk shows, and newspaper opinion articles to spread their anti-ICC campaign message and accompanying disinformation. They also framed the 2013 presidential campaign around the critical issue of the ICC’s presence in Kenya, essentially turning the election into a referendum on the ICC. The men’s propaganda war proved almost immediately successful in drawing Kenyan support away from the ICC and in their favor. Their labeling of the ICC as a neo-colonialist and anti-African entity resonated with the Kenyan populace, largely because of the lack of public awareness and knowledge about the ICC in Africa. As a result, according to reporting by the International Justice Monitor, a poll conducted in June 2013 reflected Kenyan public support for the ICC at an all-time low, with only thirty-nine percent of respondents supporting the ICC process. Kenyatta and Ruto were eventually able to distort the charges against them to work in their favor, ultimately winning the Kenyan presidential election, with Kenyatta officially becoming the first sitting head of state to appear before the ICC.
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Kenyatta and Ruto’s propaganda warfare did not end with the Jubilee’s Coalition election victory, nor did it remain within the geographic confines of Kenya. After the Kenyan Parliament moved to withdraw the country from the Rome Statute—a result that never came to fruition—Kenyatta and Ruto took their propaganda arguments to the African Union (“A.U.”). The A.U. is a coalition of fifty-four African member nations, based loosely on the European Union model, which aims to achieve greater unity and solidarity between African countries and promote peace, stability, human rights, and democratic values throughout Africa.

In October 2013, the A.U. held a special summit to discuss Africa’s relationship with the ICC. During the summit, Kenyatta took the floor and re-asserted his accusations that the ICC is anti-African and claimed that the ICC was engaged in “race-hunting” as a “toy of declining imperial powers.” His statements helped galvanize the A.U. into taking the position that sitting heads of state should be immune from arrest and prosecution before the ICC and to call on the U.N. Security Council to defer proceedings against Kenyatta and Ruto. While the ICC and the Security Council declined to follow the A.U.’s recommendations, Kenyatta and Ruto’s propaganda left a lasting impression in Kenya and throughout A.U. countries that ultimately grew into a full-scale revolution against the ICC.

C. A Lack of Cooperation

Kenyatta and Ruto supplemented their propaganda war against the ICC with a strategy of non-compliance and obstruction to prevent the Prosecutor from obtaining necessary evidence for trial. From the outset, the Prosecu-
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tor’s investigation was met with repeated refusals to cooperate.\footnote{See Jennifer Stanley, From Nuremberg to Kenya: Compiling the Evidence for International Criminal Prosecutions, 49 VAND. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 819, 840 (2016).} Despite multiple requests for documents, including those pertaining to security meetings held in Kenya during the post-election violence, cell phone records, and financial documents that could tie the defendants to allegations that they financed the violence, the Kenyan Government—led by Kenyatta and Ruto—refused to turn these over.\footnote{See, e.g., Michael Onyiego, Legal Challenges Threaten to Undermine ICC Investigation in Kenya, VOA NEWS (Oct. 3, 2010), https://www.voanews.com/africa/legal-challenges-threaten-undermine-icc-investigation-kenya (noting that the government would not release reports from high-level security meetings); Dutton, supra note 78, at 28 (noting that the government failed to turn over requested cell phone records that could have tied the defendants to organizing the violence); Prosecutor v. Kenyatta, ICC-01/09-02/11, Prosecution Application for a Finding of Non-compliance, ¶¶ 6–21, (Nov. 29, 2013), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2013_10100.PDF [hereinafter Prosecution Application for Non-Compliance] (outlining the Prosecutor’s original request for financial and other records made in April 2012 and a litany of follow-up attempts to secure the evidence, all of which proved unsuccessful).} The Government’s refusal to cooperate with the Prosecutor’s numerous formal requests for evidence ultimately led Prosecutor Bensouda to petition the Trial Chamber to find the Government of Kenya non-compliant in violation of article 87 of the Rome Statute.\footnote{Prosecutor Application for Non-Compliance, supra note 116, ¶¶ 1–2.} The Trial Chamber ultimately found Kenya’s non-compliance to fall “below the standard of good faith cooperation required from States Parties,”\footnote{Prosecutor v. Kenyatta, ICC-01/09-02/11, Decision on Prosecution’s Application for Finding of Non-compliance under Article 87(7) of the Statute, ¶ 67, (Dec. 3, 2014), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2014_09899.PDF [hereinafter Trial Chamber’s Decision on Non-Compliance].} yet declined to refer Kenya to the Assembly of States Parties as permitted by the Rome Statute, deeming the Prosecution partially responsible for failing to quickly and repeatedly follow up on the Kenyan Government’s refusal to turn over evidence.\footnote{Trial Chamber’s Decision on Non-Compliance, supra note 118, at ¶ 85–89; see also Prosecutor v. Kenyatta, ICC-01/09-02/11, Decision on Prosecution’s Applications for a Finding of Non-compliance Pursuant to Article 87(7) and for an Adjournment of the Provisional Trial Date, ¶ 52, (Mar. 31, 2014), https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2014_03112.PDF. The Trial Chamber originally declined to formally find Kenya in non-compliance and simply granted a six-month adjournment in response to the Prosecution’s initial request. Trial Chamber’s Decision on Non-Compliance, supra note 118, at ¶ 15. Following Kenya’s continued failure to cooperate, at a status conference in October 2014, Prosecutor Bensouda orally maintained her initial application for a finding of noncompliance, prompting the Trial Chamber to again address the pleading. Id.} In addition to this non-compliance, members of the Kenyan Government also engaged in underhanded tactics, instituting a level of witness interference that Prosecutor Bensouda described as “unprecedented.”\footnote{Natlie Ojewska, Uhuru Kenyatta’s Trial: A Case Study in What’s Wrong with the ICC, GLOBALPOST (Feb. 6, 2014), https://www.pri.org/stories/2014-02-06/uhuru-kenyattas-trial-case-study-whats-wrong-icc.}
souda’s investigation was thwarted by a widespread social media campaign used to identify confidential witnesses as well as “concerted and wide-ranging efforts to harass, intimidate, and threaten” potential witnesses. Following the conclusion of the case against Ruto, Bensouda reported that seventeen witnesses ultimately withdrew their cooperation as a result of threats, public shaming, and intimidation from Kenyan politicians, community leaders, and anonymous bloggers on social media. At the same time, the Prosecutor’s investigation was undermined by a “steady and relentless stream of false media reports about the Kenya cases.”123

The Kenyan media would run stories supported by the defendants’ legal teams that foreign nations were seeking to intervene in the case proceedings in efforts to influence Kenya’s domestic politics.124 These unsubstantiated stories would report that foreign officials, including the U.S. ambassador to Kenya, and Office of the Prosecutor personnel would recruit and bribe witnesses to testify against the defendants.125 Kenyatta and Ruto’s supporters supplemented this more formal media coverage with social media campaigns aimed at discrediting the ICC and civil society groups, “pseudo blogs,” and “paid for propaganda” designed to bolster support for the defendants.126

D. Dismissal of Charges

In December 2013, after losing two key witnesses against Kenyatta—one who was no longer willing to testify and one who confessed to giving false evidence—Prosecutor Bensouda requested an adjournment of the trial date to allow for additional investigation.”127 The Trial Chamber granted the
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adjournment, and in October 2014, the Prosecutor requested a second, indefinite adjournment due to insufficient evidence resulting from Kenya’s sustained lack of cooperation. Despite the Prosecutor’s claims that Kenya, under Kenyatta’s direction, failed to comply with multiple requests for assistance issued by the ICC, the Trial Chamber rejected the Prosecutor’s request for an indefinite adjournment and ordered the Prosecutor to file a notice either withdrawing charges or indicating that the evidence justified proceeding to trial. In its decision, the Trial Chamber specifically noted that the Prosecutor lacked any “concrete prospect of obtaining evidence sufficient to meet the standard for trial and to sustain the current charges.” It further placed the blame for the lack of evidence on the Prosecutor, reasoning that Prosecutor Bensouda should have made greater efforts to verify the credibility and reliability of her evidence and “more vigorously pursued” the issue of Kenya’s non-compliance at the early stages of the investigation.

The Prosecutor complied with the Trial Chamber’s decision by filing a formal notice of her withdrawal of charges against Kenyatta on December 5, 2014, which was subsequently confirmed by the Trial Chamber. The Trial Chamber’s decision specifically noted that the charges would be dismissed without prejudice, permitting the Prosecutor to refile in the future, should she obtain sufficient evidence to support the charges. In publicly justifying the withdrawal of charges, Prosecutor Bensouda clarified that her decision was based purely on lack of evidence, largely stemming from witness tampering and Kenya’s lack of cooperation. Yet, there is little question that political pressures, specifically those exerted by Kenyatta’s propaganda campaign, influenced her decision. As scholar and blogger Mark
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Kersten points out, even if Bensouda’s decision was not grounded in political considerations, it was publicly “perceived as political.”

The Prosecution fared similarly in the case against Deputy President Ruto. Despite significant evidentiary issues, the case proceeded to trial in September 2013. After 157 days of trial, the Prosecution closed its case in September 2015. Subsequently, Ruto’s defense team filed for a judgment of acquittal, and on April 5, 2016, the Trial Chamber, by a majority decision, vacated the charges against Ruto and discharged him from prosecution. Notably, the decision did not serve as an acquittal, as the defense requested, but simply dropped the charges without prejudice to future prosecution. In separately authored opinions, the three majority judges agreed that the Prosecution failed to present sufficient evidence for a reasonable Trial Chamber to determine Ruto’s guilt. In his opinion, Judge Eboe-Osuji spoke at length regarding the role of Kenya’s propaganda war in the Trial Chamber’s decision. He recognized the “openly aggressive campaign” leveled by Kenyan leaders, which included “witness interference at a disturbing scale,” that was:

[B]olstered and accentuated by an atmosphere of intimidation, fostered by the withering hostility directed against these proceedings by important voices that generate pressure within Kenya at the community or national levels or both. Prominent among those were voices from the executive and legislative branches of the Government.
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ment. It was plainly wrong for them to bring such voices to bear in the course of an ongoing criminal trial.\[^{145}\]

Nevertheless, Judge Eboe-Osuji refused to allow the propaganda war to result in an acquittal, as Kenyatta and Ruto had requested, noting that “an acquittal in this case could never have resulted from political pressure.”\[^{146}\] While he recognized that the leaders’ political campaign and affiliated conduct towards witnesses directly impeded the Prosecutor’s ability to present her case, he made clear that “extra-judicial conducts, campaigns or demands could not influence the Chamber to acquit or convict the accused” and that nothing other than the evidence itself would influence the Chamber’s decision.\[^{147}\] Instead, Judge Eboe-Osuji specifically noted that the Prosecution retains the right to re-prosecute the case and reiterated that “political intervention does not work.”\[^{148}\] Following the Trial Court’s decision, Prosecutor Bensouda issued a statement in which she attributed the case’s demise to erosion by a “‘perfect storm’ of witness interference and intense politicization of the Court’s legal mandate and work.”\[^{149}\] Of the Trial Chamber’s decision to vacate charges against Ruto but not acquit him, Prosecutor Bensouda said it sent the “strong message” that “witness interference and perverting the cause of justice will not be tolerated at the ICC.”\[^{150}\]

E. Impact

Through tactile political maneuverings, Kenyatta and Ruto were able to label the ICC as a tool of the imperial west intervening in the affairs of African nations.\[^{151}\] Despite Prosecutor Bensouda’s optimistic takeaway from the Trial Chamber decision and Judge Eboe-Osuji’s firm stance that the ICC would not be swayed by political influence or propaganda, there is little question that the Kenyan propaganda campaign successfully prompted the Trial Chamber’s dismissal of charges against both Kenyatta and Ruto. By swaying public opinion within Kenya and throughout the African Union, Kenyatta and Ruto were able to justify a sustained campaign of non-cooperation and non-compliance that ultimately led to their victory over the ICC charges.

The immediate impact of the failed Kenya cases was devastating. Two high-profile defendants, along with four other defendants charged within the Situation in Kenya, for whom there existed a strong \textit{prima facie} case of
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crimes against humanity,\^{152} were able to defeat charges and escape without serious consequence. In fact, Kenyatta and Ruto ultimately benefited from the charges, as political science experts credited their propaganda campaign against the ICC as a primary reason for their success in the 2013 election.\^{153} At the time of publication, Kenyatta and Ruto continue to serve in their respective roles as President and Deputy President of Kenya,\^{154} and to date, the Prosecutor has not refiled charges against either defendant.\^{155} The Prosecutor’s failure to prevail on charges against either defendant significantly undermined the credibility and competency of not just the Office of the Prosecutor, but the ICC more generally.\^{156} Moreover, the defendants’ long-running propaganda war succeeded in painting a lasting and vivid portrayal of the ICC as a biased and racist institution.

Since there was a possibility that the Prosecutor could refile charges against both men, Kenyatta and Ruto continued their propaganda war against the ICC even after charges were dismissed.\^{157} In early 2016, Kenyatta, who by then had earned the media’s title as the ICC’s “chief tormentor,”\^{158} made a speech to the A.U. in which he called for a “roadmap for withdrawal” for African States Parties from the Rome Statute.\^{159} Amidst
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\^{157} For instance, in October 2014, in a speech to the UN General Assembly, Kenya’s ambassador to the UN reiterated the neo-colonialist narrative by arguing that the ICC is being manipulated by “a pernicious group of countries,” who possess great power “mostly born of an imperialist and colonial adventure.” Dutton, Enforcing the Rome Statute, supra note 78, at 25; Kenya’s United Nations Envoy Launches Stinging Attack on ICC, CITIZEN (Nov. 2, 2014), https://www.thecitizen.co.tz/news/africa/Kenya-s-United-Nations-envoy-launches-stinging-attack-on-ICC/3302426-2507942-7891xoz/index.html. Likewise, around the same time, Kenyatta publicly vowed never to never again cooperate with the ICC. Lugano, supra note 89, at 21.


other controversies, such as the ICC’s indictment of then-Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir, the A.U. adopted Kenyatta’s proposal, and in 2017, issued a non-binding resolution encouraging a withdrawal of African States Parties from the Rome Statute. Although the proposed mass withdrawal never materialized, it did prompt South Africa—albeit temporarily—and Burundi to formally withdraw from the Rome Statute. Moreover this large-scale threat of withdrawal presented such a critical legitimacy disaster for the ICC that scholars began considering the “serious risk” that the ICC could “fall apart entirely.”

The ICC has not fallen apart, but it does still live in the shadow of Kenya’s propaganda wars. While the ICC achieved significant achievements in convicting several other defendants between 2016 and 2019, Prosecutor Bensouda herself admits that these were overshadowed by the failures in and aftermath of the Kenya cases. Moreover, the ICC still remains “a toxic brand in much of Africa,” and allegations of anti-African bias continue to plague the ICC.
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Possibly the most devastating legacy of the Kenya cases is that they paved the way for future propaganda wars against the ICC. Kenyatta and Ruto’s propaganda war and corresponding non-compliance created a roadmap for states to use against future contested ICC charges. Kenyatta and Ruto showed the world that the way to defeat the ICC was through a combination of militarizing public opinion and obstructionism. A few years after the charges against Kenyatta and Ruto were dismissed, the United States leaders used this exact roadmap in efforts to avoid similar charges.

IV. The United States & The Investigation Into Afghanistan

Since its creation, one of the ICC’s greatest weaknesses has been the lack of support from the world’s biggest superpower, the United States. Unlike Kenya, the United States is not and never has been a State Party to the ICC. The ICC has long endured a turbulent relationship with the United States, which has varied based on the presidential administration in power. However, even under George W. Bush, a president whose administration was stridently against the ICC’s mission, the United States never actively undermined ongoing ICC operations. This state of affairs changed drastically under Former President Trump with Prosecutor Bensouda’s *proprio motu* investigation into Afghanistan.

A. Request for Investigation & Subsequent Backlash

Since the 1970s, Afghanistan has endured a prolonged period of unrest. The country was torn apart by a series of civil wars, which ultimately invited international participation and culminated in the U.S. invasion of
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Afghanistan following the September 11 terrorist attacks. During this invasion, named “Operation Enduring Freedom,” American troops sought to defeat Al Qaeda and the Taliban-run Government. As part of the mission, U.S. troops armed and trained Afghan anti-Taliban groups, which ultimately succeeded in ousting the Taliban from power. Following the fall of the Taliban, the security situation within the country remained dire, with dangerous levels of insurgency and the increased prevalence of terrorist groups such as the Haqqani Network and ISIS.

During Operation Enduring Freedom, the U.S. military detained suspected Al-Qaeda and Taliban members both within Afghanistan and at Central Intelligence Agency (“CIA”)-operated “black site” prisons in other nations. As confirmed through Congressional reports, the CIA engaged in government-approved torture of these detainees. The CIA “torture program” provided for the use of “enhanced interrogation techniques” against captured suspected Taliban members by controversially labeling them as “enemy combatants,” rather than prisoners of war, thereby depriving them of many of the significant protections afforded by the Geneva Conventions.

In 2006, under Prosecutor Moreno Ocampo, the ICC Office of the Prosecutor opened a *propio motu* preliminary examination into alleged atrocity
crimes committed in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{180} Minimal progress was made in the investigation until over a decade later, largely because of security concerns and the Prosecutor’s inability to secure cooperation from stakeholders in the investigation.\textsuperscript{181} However, in November 2017, as required to move forward with a \textit{propio motu} investigation pursuant to article 15,\textsuperscript{182} Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda filed a formal request with Pre Trial Chamber III to open an investigation into alleged war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Afghanistan since May 1, 2003, as well as closely linked crimes committed in other States Parties’ territories since July 1, 2002.\textsuperscript{183} The scope of this proposed investigation encompassed three general categories of alleged crimes:

(1) Crimes against humanity and war crimes by the Taliban and their affiliated Haqqani Network;
(2) War crimes by the Afghan National Security Forces … [;] and
(3) War crimes by members of U.S. armed forces on the territory of Afghanistan, and by members of the U.S. CIA in secret detention facilities in Afghanistan and on the territory of other States Parties to the Rome Statute, principally in the period of 2003-2004.\textsuperscript{184}

With regard to the third category of crimes encompassed in the proposed investigation, in her request, Bensouda acknowledged that the evidence acquired in her preliminary examination provided a reasonable basis to find that U.S. armed forces engaged in war crimes of torture and cruel treatment, outrages upon personal dignity, and rape and other forms of sexual violence.\textsuperscript{185} In response to Prosecutor Bensouda’s request, the United States went on the offensive, launching a disinformation and anti-ICC propaganda campaign before the media. This charge was largely led by National Security Advisor John Bolton, until he was fired from the Trump Administration in 2019.\textsuperscript{186} Bolton is arguably the politician who boasts the most strident anti-ICC history. As the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations under President George W. Bush, Bolton famously cited his “happiest mo-
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ment” as notifying the U.N. that the U.S. had symbolically “unsigned the Rome Statute.”

On September 10, 2018, John Bolton used a speech to the Federalist Society in Washington, D.C. to make a “major announcement” on U.S. policy towards the ICC. Bolton opened his address by chiding the ICC for being “ineffective, unaccountable, and indeed outright dangerous,” and noting that while its theoretical aim is to hold atrocity perpetrators accountable, in actuality, its central aim is to “constrain the United States.” He then stated that the U.S. would “let the ICC die on its own,” since “for all intents and purposes, the ICC is already dead to us.” Bolton closed his speech with a “pledge to the American people,” that he would take specific actions to respond to any future attempts to investigate the U.S., Israel, or its allies, in which he threatened ICC personnel with sanctions and potential criminal prosecution and warned any nations that chose to cooperate with the ICC that their cooperation would detrimentally affect future U.S. foreign or military assistance.

Bolton’s hyperbolic speech sent a clear message. Not only was this intended to bully the ICC and its Prosecutor into keeping their hands off American sovereignty and American nationals, but this speech, given at a high-profile event with press present, was meant to convey a louder global message that America is more powerful than any international court. As John Bellinger noted, rather than engaging the ICC in “quiet diplomacy,” the Trump Administration chose to “[throw] down the gauntlet in public.” And not only was Bolton’s speech hawkish and hyperbolic, but it also served as a means of spreading disinformation. Most importantly, Bolton repeatedly exaggerated the scope of ICC jurisdiction, boldly asserting without justification that the ICC seeks to apply universal jurisdiction and that it would try to prosecute U.S. officials for the crime of aggression, which are, in actuality, procedural impossibilities under the text of the Rome Statute.
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Some commentators questioned the validity of Bolton’s threats, with many doubting the existence of any federal U.S. law that would allow for criminal prosecution of court officials.

This speech was the first step in a prolonged anti-ICC publicity and disinformation campaign initiated by the Trump Administration. In his speech to the U.N. General Assembly in late September 2018, President Trump referred to the ICC as “having no jurisdiction, no legitimacy, and no authority” in the eyes of the United States, and echoed Bolton’s falsehoods that the ICC “claims near-universal jurisdiction over the citizens of every country, violating all principles of justice, fairness, and due process.”

Then, on April 5, 2019, following Secretary of State Mike Pompeo’s announcement that he would impose visa restrictions on ICC personnel intending to travel to the U.S. for the investigation, the United States revoked the entry visa for Prosecutor Bensouda and threatened to take additional steps, including imposing economic sanctions, if the ICC continued its investigation.

### B. Pre-Trial Chamber Decision & Global Response

The Pre-Trial Chamber’s approval of Prosecutor Bensouda’s request for an investigation was widely anticipated, and as one scholar noted, “a near certainty.” Yet, in what many found to be a surprise decision, on April 12, 2019, the three-judge Pre-Trial Chamber III issued a unanimous opinion rejecting Prosecutor Bensouda’s request to proceed with the investigation. Under Rome Statute article 15, if the ICC Prosecutor concludes that there is...
a “reasonable basis” to proceed with an investigation *proprio motu*, she must request authorization from the Pre-Trial Chamber. 201 As the Pre-Trial Chamber itself recognized, “reasonable basis” is the lowest evidentiary standard in the ICC’s statutory framework. 202 Article 53 provides the Prosecutor with additional insight into determining whether a “reasonable basis” exists to open an investigation and outlines the following considerations:

(a) The information available to the Prosecutor provides a reasonable basis to believe that a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has been or is being committed;
(b) The case is or would be admissible under article 17; and
(c) Taking into account the gravity of the crime and the interests of victims, there are nonetheless substantial reasons to believe that an investigation would not serve the interests of justice. 203

Article 15 further provides:

If the Pre-Trial Chamber, upon examination of the request and the supporting material, considers that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation, and that the case appears to fall within the jurisdiction of the Court, it shall authorize the commencement of the investigation[.]

In its decision, the Pre-Trial Chamber recognized its “duty and responsibility to conduct a scrutiny on all of the evaluations that have led the Prosecutor to apply for an authorisation to investigate, including those pertinent to the prospects of an investigation.” 204 It then proceeded to review the Prosecutor’s evaluations of the three considerations in article 53: jurisdiction, admissibility, and whether an investigation would not serve “the interests of justice.” 205 The Pre-Trial Chamber agreed that Prosecutor Bensouda’s proposed investigation met the jurisdictional and admissibility requirements of the Rome Statute but ultimately determined that it would not further the interests of justice. 206 The Pre-Trial Chamber largely rested this determination on its finding that the investigation had already met “severe constraints and challenges” and that the “complexity and volatility of the political climate still surrounding the Afghan scenario” made prospects of securing future “meaningful cooperation from relevant authorities” unlikely. 207
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While the Pre-Trial Chamber’s decision was warmly received by the Trump Administration, it sparked new backlash from scholars, practitioners, and governments of States Parties. It portrayed the ICC as a weak institution willing to bend to political pressures exerted by superpowers. It also rewarded obstructionism and welcomed new attacks on the court, recognizing that if states refused to cooperate with investigations, there would be a greater likelihood that such investigations would fail to move forward. In authoring an opinion viewed as controversial only among ICC supporters, the Pre-Trial Chamber embroiled the ICC in a greater political battle, essentially providing the ICC the ability to avoid being forced to rule on controversial and highly political issues stemming from U.S. liability for atrocity crimes. Scholar Jed Odermatt has recognized the proclivity of international courts that are predisposed to politics, such as the International Court of Justice, and the Court of Justice of the European Union, to dispose of or decline to hear cases that would put the court in a sensitive position to resolve a controversial political issue. The ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber’s decision to reject Prosecutor Bensouda’s request for an investigation on procedural grounds, and specifically on the relatively low-profile “interests of and 2015 and the investigation, as well as the significant amounts of resources the investigation would require. Id. ¶¶ 93, 95.
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“justice” language, which many ICC experts believed plays little role in determining whether to open investigations, exemplifies the political avoidance that Odermatt so deftly attributes to other international courts.

And while the Pre-Trial Chamber’s opinion is notably absent of language referring to the United States’ propaganda campaign against the ICC, the circumstances surrounding the decision strongly imply that the Pre-Trial Chamber’s rejection was the product of U.S. pressures. For example, the decision took seventeen months for the Pre-Trial Chamber to issue, which, as critics have noted, was extensive for a relatively short and straightforward analysis. The decision was also issued on April 12, 2019, exactly a week after Pompeo revoked the prosecutorial team’s travel visas. Even more clearly, the Pre-Trial Chamber departed from its traditional approach of removing all political considerations from its opinion, choosing instead to openly acknowledge the “complexity and volatility of the political climate” surrounding the crimes under investigation.

C. Trial Chamber Decision & Resulting Sanctions

In the midst of the backlash to the Pre-Trial Chamber’s decision, Prosecutor Bensouda and the legal representatives of eighty-two victims separately appealed the rejection of her request for authorization. On March 2020, the Trial Chamber issued its judgment amending the Pre-Trial Chamber’s decision and authorizing Bensouda to:

\[
\text{Commence an investigation in relation to alleged crimes committed on the territory of Afghanistan in the period since 1 May 2003, as well as other alleged crimes that have a nexus to the armed conflict in Afghanistan and are sufficiently linked to the situation and were committed on the territory of other States Parties in the period since 1 July 2002.}
\]
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The Appeals Chamber determined that the Pre-Trial Chamber erred in its interpretation of Rules 15 and 53. The Appeals Chamber specifically found that while the Prosecutor must consider the article 53 considerations in determining whether to request to open an investigation, the Pre-Trial Chamber is only required to determine whether there is “a reasonable factual basis to proceed with an investigation, in the sense of whether crimes have been committed and whether potential case(s) arising from such investigation appear to fall within the Court’s jurisdiction.” The Pre-Trial Chamber was not intended to second guess the Prosecutor’s analysis of the article 53 considerations, and specifically should not even have analyzed whether the proposed investigation furthered the “interests of justice.”

While ICC supporters welcomed the Trial Chamber’s decision, the U.S. Government leveled a second wave of propaganda warfare against the ICC. In a White House press conference on the day of the judgment, Secretary Pompeo discredited the ICC as an “unaccountable political institution masquerading as a legal body.” Shortly thereafter, during a State Department press briefing, Secretary Pompeo singled out individual ICC personnel and their family members, noting that the U.S. Government would consider steps to take against them for “putting Americans at risk.” These vague, highly publicized threats continued for months until the anticipated pun-
ishment came in the form of an Executive Order signed by President Trump on June 11, 2020.227

The Executive Order opened by explaining the danger the ICC’s Afghanistan investigation posed to the United States, noting that the Prosecutor’s actions “threaten to infringe upon the sovereignty of the United States and impede the critical national security and foreign policy work of United States Government and allied officials, and thereby threaten the national security and foreign policy work of the United States.”228 The order concluded that this potential threat was sufficient to declare a “national emergency” that warranted the imposition of sanctions.229 While the order did not actually level sanctions against specific individuals, it laid the legal groundwork for imposing future sanctions against any foreign person determined by the Secretary of State to have directly engaged or materially assisted in the ICC’s investigation, arrest, detention, or prosecution of nationals of the U.S. or its allies.230 These sanctions allowed the U.S. Government to freeze or “block” any of the sanctioned person’s property or interests that are located in the United States or which “come within the possession or control of any United States person.”231 While it was unclear for several months whether the United States would act on the Executive Order by issuing sanctions or allow it to hang over the ICC as a threat, on September 2, 2020, Secretary Pompeo formally announced the issuance of sanctions pursuant to the Executive Order against Prosecutor Bensouda and Phakiso Mochochoko, the ICC’s Head of Jurisdiction, Complementarity and Cooperation Division.232

D. Impact

Unlike with the propaganda war initiated by Kenya, the ICC is only just beginning to feel the impact of the U.S. attack. The authorization and subsequent imposition of sanctions elicited strong criticism of U.S. conduct and an outpouring of support for the ICC from scholars, civil society, and governmental officials.233 Notably, in a joint statement, sixty-seven States Par-
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ties “reconfirm[ed their] unwavering support for the Court as an independent and impartial institution” and reiterated their commitment to defend the ICC “against measures or threats” against it. Yet, it remains unclear what practical impact this acknowledgment of support will have. When faced with standing their ground on support for the ICC or being pressured by the world’s greatest superpower, States Parties are placed between the figurative rock and hard place, and when put in similar predicaments in the past, they have sided with the United States.

In January 2021, the United States experienced a shift to a presidential administration led by President Joseph Biden. On April 1, 2021, President Biden issued an Executive Order terminating the “national emergency” referenced in President Trump’s June 2020 Executive Order and lifting the sanctions imposed by the Trump Administration on ICC personnel. However, in doing so, President Biden specifically noted the U.S. Government’s sustained objections to the ICC’s “assertions of jurisdiction over personnel of such non-States Parties as the United States and its allies absent their consent or referral by the United Nations Security Council.” He further maintained that the United States “will vigorously protect current and former United States personnel from any attempts to exercise such jurisdiction.”

While the ICC may experience better relations with the United States under the Biden Administration than it did under the Trump Administration, it is highly unlikely that President Biden will return to the levels of coopera-
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tion the ICC enjoyed under President Obama in 2008–2015—who publicly ended American hostilities against the ICC and even voted in favor of a Security Council resolution that referred the Libya Situation to the ICC and lobbied other Council members to do the same. At the time of publication, the Prosecutor’s investigation into Afghanistan remains ongoing, and the impact of this investigation on the U.S.-ICC relationship as well as the ICC’s standing on the global stage remains to be seen.

Regardless of what the future holds, the United States, like Kenya, has proven through its campaign of anti-ICC rhetoric and disinformation just how susceptible the ICC is to political pressures and public opinion. Notably, the Trump Administration’s propaganda war has severely impacted the ICC’s perceived legitimacy. Through the Pre-Trial Chamber’s ruling denying the Prosecutor’s request to open an investigation, many were left believing that the ICC could be easily swayed by political pressures exerted by a global superpower. Not only did this promote a perception of the ICC as a weak entity, but it also reiterated a mentality that the ICC will “stay in its lane” and continue to investigate and prosecute only those nations with a weak pull on the geopolitical stage, while avoiding those who can easily solicit global public opinion. Despite the Trial Chamber’s accurate application of the law, suspicions remain whether its ruling reversing the Pre-Trial Chamber and permitting Bensouda’s investigation to proceed was—at least partially—the result of pressures exerted by ICC supporters, including States Parties, following the Pre-Trial Chamber’s denial. This change in position presents the ICC as disconnected and inconsistent and portrays it as easily malleable to public opinion.

Despite the procedural inaccuracies plaguing the Pre-Trial Chamber’s Decision, the Trial Chamber’s approval of the investigation presents another array of practical issues for the Prosecutor and the ICC. Proceeding with an investigation into U.S. crimes, when the U.S. Government has adamantly refused to provide any assistance and has indeed blocked the investigation at every stage, appears to be setting the ICC up for failure. This is especially true considering the success the obstructionist approach earned Kenyatta and Ruto. A failed case against the United States holds the potential to further curtail the ICC’s power and permanently undermine its legitimacy and authority. Unfortunately a decision to withdraw from the investigation at this stage would validate the United States’ bully tactics. While a case against U.S. officials would be a huge success for the ICC in terms of achieving justice over impunity and fostering greater respect for the rule of law, the cost of the case—in terms of undermining the ICC’s legitimacy—could be overwhelming.


V. LIMITING THE IMPACT OF PROPAGANDA WARFARE

When asked about his reaction to the U.S. Executive Order authorizing sanctions against the court, ICC President Chile Eboe-Osuji stated, “In any system in which the rule of law is respected, courts are never coerced. They may be criticized—even robustly. But never coerced.” However, the success of Kenya’s propaganda campaign against the ICC throws Judge Eboe-Osuji’s statement into question. Kenya and its supporters have shown that it is possible, through prolonged and effective use of anti-ICC sentiment and widespread propaganda, to force the ICC’s hand and to dictate its rulings in certain cases. This weakness has translated into the ICC’s perceived bias, which has fundamentally “damaged States Parties’ understandings of the independence and fairness of the ICC.” The past success of propaganda also paves the way for future attacks.

The reality is that the ICC is a court fundamentally subject to the will of its States Parties, as well as to the pressures of powerful non-States Parties. Moreover, because those states that carry political influence on the geopolitical stage are the most capable of militarizing widespread public opinion, the ICC is often forced to cater to the most powerful nations, further exacerbating the political influence on the ICC.

While greater State Party membership—especially among superpowers—is a powerful enforcement mechanism, and a less reliant relationship on the U.N. Security Council could significantly increase the ICC’s power and ability to defend itself against propaganda wars, these changes are highly unlikely. Not only is the Rome Statute’s amendment process quite extensive, but these new measures would require states—including those superpowers like the United States, China, and Russia—to surrender even greater sovereignty. In the current political climate, such change is idealistic at best. Another less palatable option is for the ICC to fully embrace its political nature, with the Prosecutor selecting to investigate only non-controversial matters that would not anger powerful states. This approach would allow the Prosecutor, and by extension, the ICC, to avoid contentious
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cases in hopes of pleasing the countries with the loudest voices while drowning out those who lack the same international platform. And although some strategic case selection by the Prosecutor is necessary, allowing selection to be guided primarily by political motivations runs contrary to the purpose of the Rome Statute. It would allow cases most deserving of prosecution to be met with impunity, simply because the perpetrators come from a nation that holds significant geopolitical power. Impunity is not what was envisioned during the creation of the ICC, nor what should be expected of its future. In the long run, allowing politics to guide the ICC’s direction would do more damage to the ICC’s legitimacy, and would contribute to an image of the ICC as too weak to take on politically controversial cases.

The key to minimizing the detrimental impact of propaganda wars against the ICC’s operations appears to lie in promoting the ICC’s perceived legitimacy, both within States Parties as well as non-States Parties. In democratic nations, appealing directly to nationals could work to impose pressures on state governments to foster deeper relationships with the ICC. Promoting the ICC’s perceived legitimacy will correlatively improve the level of cooperation the ICC receives.246 Accordingly, it is imperative that the ICC improve its perceived legitimacy first and foremost among its States Parties. Doing so will promote cooperation in the event that a State Party comes under investigation by the ICC Prosecutor, yet, even more importantly, it will solicit support among States Parties to pressure non-compliant states to cooperate with the ICC. The failure of States Parties to respond to non-compliant states has contributed to many of the ICC’s failings, and as both Prosecutor Bensouda and ICC President Eboe-Osuji recognize, States Parties must act in the face of non-compliance.247 The need for greater perceived legitimacy is also necessary among nationals of non-States Parties. Increased legitimacy throughout non-States Parties could both help in increasing ICC membership and in tempering non-State Party propaganda warfare.

Obtaining greater success in prosecutions that publicly appear to be fair and unbiased should be the primary focus in promoting the ICC’s legitimacy. Understandably, empirical research suggests that “people are most likely to support the ICC when they believe international organizations are effec-
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tive and unbiased.” Both the Prosecutor and the Independent Expert Review of the ICC solicited by the Assembly of States Parties have proposed numerous strategies to achieve more effective investigations and prosecutions, including obtaining a stronger evidentiary base at an early stage in every case; working more closely with national investigative and prosecutorial agencies and hiring more investigators, analysts and prosecutors from diverse backgrounds, so as to be more equipped to navigate culturally difficult investigations; and implementing a more regular and effective review of standards and practices. Significant changes in investigatory and prosecutorial strategy may also result with the upcoming transition in ICC prosecutorial leadership, with Karim Khan scheduled to replace Fatou Bensouda as ICC Prosecutor and begin his nine-year term in June 2021.

To truly improve its perceived legitimacy, the ICC must also make a series of practical changes in its operations to complement these strategical modifications, including both modifications to how the Prosecutor addresses its relationships with nationals of States Parties and non-States Parties, as well as how it handles issues of non-compliance during investigations. The ICC must foster legitimacy through outreach and establish a presence on the ground in post-conflict States when possible. It must also effectively cultivate a better public image by developing stronger public relations and communications strategies. Finally, the ICC and the Assembly of States Parties must appropriately address issues of state non-compliance in order to deter future obstructionist campaigns.

A. Fostering Legitimacy through Outreach & Presence

The ICC’s susceptibility to propaganda and the spread of disinformation, as evidenced in both the Kenya and Afghanistan Situations, can largely be traced to a lack of knowledge about and unrealistic expectations.

---
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of the ICC by nationals of States Parties and non-States Parties alike. As the current ICC Office of the Prosecutor has lamented, “affected communities and members of the public often expect the Office [of the Prosecutor] to exercise jurisdiction in the most serious situations of conflict and criminality around the world, including situations where the ICC has no jurisdiction.”

Unrealistic expectations of the ICC are unfortunately all too common given the lack of widespread global understanding of the ICC’s complexities, such as its jurisdictional reach or its principle of complementarity.

Kenya demonstrated just how serious of a concern a lack of national knowledge about the ICC can be. As Yvonne Dutton has explained,

Poor communication led victims to have unrealistic expectations about what the ICC could achieve in Kenya—resulting in victims becoming dissatisfied with the Court’s progress. It comes as no surprise that the public did not mobilize on behalf of the ICC when the public in “some parts of Kenya that bore the brunt of the violence” was “barely aware” of the Court.

This lack of knowledge led to Kenyans being easily swayed by their political leaders’ misrepresentations about the ICC. The same problem—lack of knowledge and familiarity with the ICC—is evident in the United States. This problem is most aptly summarized by Richard Dicker of Human Rights Watch who has said:

Americans don’t really pay much attention to these sorts of foreign policy things, which is why the media don’t bother investigating or explaining… This is sad because I believe that if we were successful in getting information out to people, they would see that there is no contradiction between their deeply held values and what the International Criminal Court stands for.

Dicker’s statement has epistemological support. A 2018 study conducted by Ipsos identified that seventy-three percent of the 1,004 adult Americans polled supported “international organizations that ‘support human rights and hold individuals accountable for mass atrocities.’” Yet, only forty-five percent of the Americans polled were aware of the existence of the ICC. Of those who admitted awareness, relatively few had a basic knowledge of the ICC, with sixty-two percent incorrectly believing that the
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United States is a State Party. Given this general lack of knowledge, studies have reflected that Americans are heavily reliant on publicly made arguments, including those from partisan political leaders, to form their opinions regarding the ICC, making the Trump Administration’s propaganda war that much more damaging. While anti-ICC rhetoric dominates the media, the voices of ICC supporters are less publicized. Outside of the occasional editorial opinion or tweet by a high-profile politician with a sizable following, much of the opposition to Trump’s propaganda war can be found on scholarly blogs or on other outlets primarily targeting audiences who are already knowledgeable about the ICC. As a result, much of what the American public at large has heard about the ICC is the Trump Administration’s unsupported and biased claims and its retaliatory response to the ICC’s lawful investigation.

Since knowledge and understanding of the ICC is fundamental to the ICC’s legitimacy, and, by extension, states’ willingness to cooperate with investigations, critical resources need to be devoted to ICC outreach. The ICC’s External Expert Review identifies outreach efforts as opportunities for the ICC to “win the confidence, support, and cooperation of people and communities that have often been traumatised and scarred by the events the ICC is investigating.” The ICC has fallen flat in outreach especially in recent years. In its nascent years, the ICC adopted a “low-profile approach” to outreach, conducting outreach missions on an ad hoc basis by staff permanently based in the Hague. This approach presented a perception that the ICC was disengaged from the people directly impacted by the cases which it investigated. While the ICC’s outreach improved for several years, especially once a dedicated Outreach Unit was finally established in 2007, outreach no longer seems to be one of the ICC’s primary objectives. Instead, recent outreach efforts have been informationally and culturally insufficient for recipients to understand and appreciate the ICC’s role in a particular sit-
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While the ICC publicized and evaluated its outreach efforts in annual reports from 2007 to 2010, its most recent report is more than a decade old. Moreover, outreach initiatives were not addressed in the 2019-2021 Strategic Plans issued by the Office of the Prosecutor or the ICC’s Registry, the organ of the ICC responsible for conducting outreach, and demands for the ICC to rejuvenate its outreach program have gone largely unaddressed.

To cure its current perceived legitimacy crisis, caused by repeated propaganda wars, the ICC must revitalize its outreach program. Specifically, the ICC needs to approach the concept of outreach with the goal of educating the global populace at large about the ICC and its operations. Outreach should largely be based around the idea “that when stakeholders understand the issues and are engaged in a justice institution’s work, support will likely follow.” Accordingly, opportunities should also be given for the populace to question the ICC and express their expectations and criticisms. Permitting civilian feedback and incorporating this feedback into future strategic plans will help bring local involvement into the ICC and will mold a court more responsive to the public’s expectations, thereby directly improving the ICC’s perceived legitimacy.

For States Parties under prosecutorial investigation, it is especially important that the ICC use outreach to connect with the local communities and foster support of the ICC’s initiatives in that state. Doing so will inspire greater governmental cooperation and will more easily combat potential propaganda utilized by the defendants subject to ICC investigation. Outreach should be instituted early in the case process, throughout the preliminary examination stage. In considering how best to connect with the pub-
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lic in States Parties, the ICC should consider the outreach successes achieved by several hybrid tribunals, such as the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, both of which were located in-state. The Sierra Leonean Court, for instance, developed a beneficial relationship with the local media that facilitated accessibility of its proceedings to the general population in Sierra Leone.

The Cambodian Tribunal likewise engaged in significant and effective outreach throughout Cambodia by facilitating the visits of hundreds of thousands of Cambodians to the tribunal to attend court proceedings.

Arguably, the best way to promote a better view of the ICC among the communities it is designed to serve is to develop an on-the-ground presence, as was effectively done in Sierra Leone and Cambodia. As a permanent international court, the ICC is primarily seated in the Hague, far removed from nearly all of the situations it investigates. This lack of presence is incredibly damaging to the ICC in terms of legitimacy because it creates a perception of far-removed justice. Legitimacy and location are inextricably intertwined; in the minds of victims and members of post-conflict societies, “geographic distance equates to institutional indifference.” Communities cannot enjoy a sense of local ownership over or connection to the justice process when this is occurring worlds away from where they are located, especially when the trials are not widely publicized in the post-conflict state. The ICC, however, has a means of fostering this local ownership.
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Under Rome Statute article 3, the ICC, in its discretion, may sit in a location outside of the Hague, “whenever it considers it desirable.” Yet, despite repeated calls for the ICC to sit locally, some of which it has openly considered, to date, the ICC has yet to conduct any trials outside of the Hague.

Temporarily re-locating the ICC locally would bring “a psychological proximity and sense of connection with the local community,” that would directly enhance the ICC’s perceived legitimacy. Rather than being perceived as a foreign court imposing justice without any direct stake in the community, the ICC could better portray itself as an institution designed to provide transitional and restorative justice to post-conflict communities. This change in venue would also provide for greater in-person outreach measures and improve the public’s knowledge of the ICC’s workings. Moreover, conducting ICC proceedings locally would foster significant transitional justice benefits that are currently lacking in the ICC. As a local court, the ICC could engage directly in capacity building measures to train local judges and prosecutors. These benefits are evident in the work of various hybrid tribunals located in post-conflict states. Many of these tribunals, including the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, the hybrid tribunal created to prosecute atrocities committed in Cambodia during the 1970s Khmer Rouge regime have engaged in outreach efforts that have far surpassed the ICC and the ad hoc international criminal tribunals. In fact, given in its location in Cambodia, the Cambodian tribunal has succeeded in facilitating the visits of significant number of Khmer Rouge victims or victims’ relatives to the tribunal to attend court hearings.

By sitting locally and adopting the hybrid tribunals’ approach to outreach,

“when a tribunal is perceived as a foreign agent, imposing its will on a national system, it quickly loses credibility”
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the ICC can bring practical change to the domestic legal systems of the post-conflict states where it conducts investigations and can thus can generate a legacy of legitimacy within the state and greater region that will remain beyond its stay.

Of course, sitting locally would not be practical for all or even most cases, and would only be possible in states with a certain level of stability and where the state’s government supports the ICC’s investigation. Thus, in circumstances where a state seeks to use a propaganda war against the ICC—like in Kenya or the United States—security concerns and potential political interference in ICC operations would outweigh any transitional justice or outreach benefit. Yet, by sitting locally when possible, the ICC can cultivate greater legitimacy and knowledge and directly improve the public’s perception of its legitimacy.

Attention must also be given to outreach in States Parties not subject to investigation, as well as in non-States Parties. As the ICC’s Independent Expert Report notes, the ICC needs to further promote outreach by enhancing coordination with civil society organizations. For instance, initiatives like the Coalition for the ICC and the American Bar Association’s ICC Project in the United States have made great strides in explaining and highlighting the ICC to the general population. However, their collective reach remains constrained by ineffective communication with the Office of the Prosecutor. By investing greater time and resources directly into direct outreach measures and greater collaboration with civil society organizations in both States Parties and non-States Parties, the ICC can foster knowledge of, involvement in, and connection to the ICC that is currently lacking, and in doing so, inspire greater state cooperation in future investigations.

B. Enhancing Public Image

In addition to fostering knowledge of the ICC through expanded outreach and presence, one of the most straightforward and practical measures the ICC can adopt to promote its legitimacy is a better approach to public relations. As a result of the ICC’s lack of an integrated or comprehensive communications strategy, it is currently suffering from a number of public relations challenges and has recently been plagued by a dysfunctional, elitist image. Notably, experts have noted a “breakdown in collegiality” between
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the Office of the Prosecutor and the ICC judges as well as among the judges themselves. Even worse, a publicized internal battle between ICC administration and judges demanding higher salaries is contributing to a widely held perception of the ICC as “an elite institution whose members are out of tune with reality.” Moreover, while the ICC’s failings and negative attributes are often widely reported, their achievements are much less so. As Stuart Ford concluded after synthesizing a number of recent empirical studies, the ICC has succeeded in preventing violence and successfully reducing the global number of serious human rights abuses. Yet, conclusions such as Professor Ford’s are often drowned out by the criticisms of the ICC’s more tangible failures, such as the dismissal of charges against Ruto and Kenyatta.

Recent events further indicate the ICC’s need for greater publicity of its achievements. For instance, in early September, several esteemed news outlets, including the New York Times, reported that two soldiers of the Myanmar Army had confessed on video to committing crimes against Rohingya Muslims pursuant to genocidal orders. The New York Times further reported that the men had been transferred to ICC custody on September 7, 2020, for further detention and questioning. Given that the Prosecutor has opened a proprio motu investigation into crimes against the Rohingya committed in Myanmar, acquiring custody over two soldiers willing to testify as to genocidal intent would be considered a great victory for the ICC Prosecutor. Yet, without explanation, the ICC and the Prosecutor have remained silent, refusing to confirm or deny custody of the two men. Not only does this fail to publicize a worthy prosecutorial accomplishment in a high-profile case, but in the event that the men are not actually in custody—
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which has been lightly debated\footnote{Two Myanmar Soldiers Taken to the Hague, supra note 300 (reporting that an ICC spokesperson denied that the ICC had the men in custody).}—then the ICC’s failure to formally dispute the reporting contributes to a lack of transparency that clouds general knowledge of the ICC’s work. Either way, a strong public relations approach and straightforward, court-wide communications strategy would have handled this situation much differently.

And while public relations do not fall directly within the ICC’s mandate, it is a necessary evil that the ICC must consider in seeking to boost its perceived legitimacy. This is especially necessary considering that some of the exact individuals whom the Prosecutor is targeting use public relations firms to boost their own global image and to further their propaganda wars against the ICC.\footnote{See generally CORP. EUR. OBSERVATORY, SPIN DOCTORS TO THE AUTOCRATS: HOW EUROPEAN PR FIRMS WHITEWASH REPRESSIVE REGIMES (2015) available at https://corporateeurope.org/sites/default/files/20150120_spindoctors_mr.pdf (explaining that many autocratic regimes, including those currently subject to investigation by the ICC Prosecutor, such as Cote d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, and Israel, use European public relations firms to improve their global image).} As an example, Kenyatta hired the British public relations firm BTP Advisers to assist in his 2013 election campaign, which “used their local and international networks to present the ICC as a machination of Western powers.”\footnote{Id. at 34.} While Kenyatta and Ruto are assumed to be responsible for painting the ICC as a neo-colonialist institution, ironically, the blame for this is likely better attributed to white British spin-doctors. By not taking full advantage of public relations and effective communications opportunities, the ICC is placing itself at an even greater disadvantage to powerful nations. Idealistically a court should never have to rely on publicity; however, for a court like the ICC, which is fully dependent on support and legitimacy, failing to utilize public relations will further hamper its ability to conduct effective investigations and prosecutions.

\section*{C. Stronger Consequences for Noncompliance}

Propaganda warfare is so devastating because it is often supplemented—as done by Kenya and threatened by the United States—by a refusal to cooperate with ICC investigations or prosecutions. As discussed at length, the ICC can only function effectively when its States Parties cooperate with the ICC.\footnote{Ali, supra note 38, at 415 (arguing that without enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance, “the ICC will be extremely ineffective in its mandate to administer justice”).} And while increased outreach and better public relations can inspire greater cooperation, the Rome Statute’s current compliance scheme provides no definitive punitive recourse against non-compliant States.\footnote{Joseph M. Isanga, The International Criminal Court Ten Years Later: Appraisal and Prospects, 21 CARDOZO J. INT’L & COMP. L. 235, 246–47 (2013) (noting that after ten years, Article 87 “has not been able to force state parties to comply with their duty to cooperate”).} Ar-
article 87 provides for the referral of non-compliant States Parties to the Assembly of States Parties or—in the event that the non-compliance relates to a Security Council-referred Situation—to the Security Council, but it fails to delineate what actions either the Assembly of States Parties or the Security Council may take upon referral. 309

Kenya’s largely unpunished non-compliance drew glaring light on the Rome Statute’s enforcement deficiencies. Despite the Trial Chamber’s initial refusal to formally find Kenya non-compliant, in response to the Prosecution’s appeal, 310 the Trial Chamber issued a decision in 2016—following the termination of charges against both Kenyatta and Ruto—declaring the Kenyan Government non-compliant under article 87 and referring it to the Assembly of States Parties. 311 However, Kenya does not appear to have faced any real consequence from the Assembly of States Parties following its referral. Instead, the 2016 Assembly of States Parties Report of the Bureau on non-Cooperation simply made a note of the Trial Chamber’s finding of non-compliance but failed to acknowledge any punitive action taken against Kenya in response to the finding. 312 As a result, not only did the Kenyan defendants escape liability for alleged crimes against humanity, but they further avoided any consequence for their stark violations of the Rome Statute. 313

To guarantee more committed cooperation by States Parties, the ICC needs to encourage modifications to its compliance scheme. However, rather than amending the Rome Statute, it should call upon the Assembly of States Parties, which is composed of representatives of States Parties to the Rome Statute and acts as the ICC’s “management oversight and legislative


313. While certain media outlets have reported that the Prosecutor has initiated a witness tampering investigation into the Kenyatta and Ruto cases, to date, no formal proceedings have resulted from this alleged investigation. Kamore Maina, Kenya-ICC starts investigation into witness tampering in Kenyatta, Ruto and Sang cases, AFR. SUSTAINABLE CONSERVATION NEWS (Jan. 30, 2017), https://africasustainableconservation.com/2017/01/30/kenya-icc-starts-investigation-into-witness-tampering-in-kenyatta-ruto-and-sang-cases/.
body," to utilize stronger tools to rectify non-compliance. Article 87 already impliedly provides for the Assembly of States Parties to handle referrals of non-compliance in the means it deems fit, and article 112 reinforces this by granting the Assembly the right to consider “any question relating to non-cooperation.” Despite these broad delegations of power, and as evidenced with the referral of Kenya, the Assembly of States Parties has taken a very minimal response to dealing with referred non-compliant States Parties in the past. While the Assembly has issued several annual resolutions pertaining to the issue of state cooperation with the ICC, these appear to do no more than simply restate the Rome Statute’s mandatory cooperation scheme and call upon states to voluntarily consider strengthening their cooperative relationships with the ICC. This approach is insufficient. As evidenced through past propaganda wars, States Parties will not voluntarily cooperate with the ICC unless doing so would promote their national self-interests. Instead, States Parties will only be prompted to cooperate under threat of punitive consequences.

Accordingly, the Assembly of States Parties should consider enacting a Resolution encouraging States Parties to impose bilateral economic or diplomatic sanctions on States Parties whom the Trial Chamber has deemed non-compliant. Monetary penalties have previously proven effective in enforcing compliance with ICC orders. As Annie Wartanian has noted, the United States was able to ensure Serbian compliance with orders issued by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia by conditioning foreign aid to the Former Yugoslavia on this compliance.
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319. See BA, supra note 12, at 25 (noting that under an international relations realist perspective, “law is meaningful in practice only when backed by enforcement and coercion”).
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Moreover, encouraging States Parties’ use of sanctions through a non-binding Assembly resolution would put the onus on the States Parties, rather than the ICC, to enforce compliance. Unlike the ICC, States Parties have enforcement mechanisms—through their military or police forces—to mandate compliance with these sanctions. Further, non-compliant states would be much less willing to endanger political relationships with other states—especially those that carry power on the geopolitical stage—than they would be to harm their relationship with the ICC, which has no formal recourse. Finally, such an approach would allow the ICC to frame one of its biggest weaknesses—the pervasive role of politics in Court operations—in its favor.

Again, however, such a solution is not without limitations. In order for States Parties to impose bilateral sanctions on non-compliant states, the ICC first and foremost needs to inspire these States Parties to do so by improving the ICC’s perceived legitimacy. Economic sanctions will also be most effectively utilized by those most powerful states, which have resisted the reach of the ICC, such as the United States, Russia, and China. The ability of less powerful nations to use bilateral sanctions to pressure non-compliant states may not carry the same level of consequence. Moreover, this bilateral sanction scheme would do little to enforce compliance from powerful and wealthy non-States Parties, like the United States. The Rome Statute only imposes a duty to cooperate on States Parties, leaving several of the permanent members of the Security Council free to refuse to cooperate with the ICC without consequence.

However, despite these limitations, utilizing a State Party-sponsored enforcement mechanism for non-compliance will significantly improve the perceived legitimacy of the ICC throughout the globe. It will send a powerful message that States Parties believe so strongly in the ICC that they are willing to take geopolitical measures to support its operations. Not only will these sanctions promote the ICC’s effectiveness and ensure greater compliance from investigated states, but they will further portray the ICC as a strong and legitimate mechanism and mitigate reputational damage caused by past incidents of non-compliance.

VI. CONCLUSION

The ICC will always elicit criticism, both from its States Parties and those states who will eternally oppose the ICC. As an undeniably quasi-political entity, the ICC can never hope to appease all states; history has proven that it will be criticized when it chooses to pursue investigations as

321. Id. at 1307 (noting that the United States’ decision to condition financial aid on state compliance with the ICTY was so effective because of the United States’ power and financial wealth, and questioning whether other, less powerful states, could provide as effective bilateral pressure).
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well as when it declines to. As an entity designed to prosecute high ranking officials responsible for the worst crimes facing humanity, the ICC is bound to make powerful enemies who carry loud voices on the geopolitical stage. These enemies, like the leaders of Kenya and the Trump administration in the United States, have taken advantage of the ICC’s weaknesses by effectively using anti-ICC propaganda and disinformation in complement with a refusal to cooperate with investigations. This type of approach has successfully worked to discredit the ICC and its Prosecutor and has rendered investigations impossible.

To effectively counteract the damage that propaganda wars have caused to the ICC, there needs to be critical change. Yet, while fundamental modifications to the Prosecutor’s selection, investigation, and prosecutorial strategy are imperative, these changes alone will not solve the ICC’s problems. Instead, the ICC must begin to think strategically and operate in a more practical manner by promoting its work to the public at large, both within and outside of States Parties, and adapting a stronger approach to enforcing state compliance. These changes are critical as the ICC begins to investigate politically charged and highly controversial situations, including those involving alleged crimes committed by the United States and Israeli nationals. With problematic cases on the horizon, states’ leaders will not stop seeking to destroy the legitimacy of the ICC. Instead, the ICC must adapt to better defend itself.
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